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Abstract
Techniques for recovery and reuse of learning objects in various learning management systems actually provide
learning alternatives and services for online learning. One of these alternatives is the recovery of resources in the
Learning Objects Repositories (LOR); this LOR hand out different services such as search for a specific resource
by a user. From the perspective of artificial intelligence, it is possible to recover the digital resources based on
metadata, with different possibilities for improving search mechanisms that satisfy a query according to the user
profile with specific needs. The paper shows a proposal where searching services repositories of learning objects
can be implemented by creating a reference model involving agents or elements implicated in learning or
recommend learning objects based on the users requirement. From this perspective is proposed a reference model
to recovery learning objects in a specific learning context.
Keywords: Learning Objects Repository, Metadata, Agents, Ontology.
Resumen
Las técnicas de recuperación y reutilización de objetos de aprendizaje en diversos sistemas de administración de
aprendizaje brindan hoy nuevas alternativas y servicios para el aprendizaje en línea. Una de estas alternativas es la
recuperación de los recursos en los repositorios de objetos de aprendizaje (ROA), estos atienden diversos servicios
como la búsqueda de un recurso específico por un usuario. Desde la perspectiva de la inteligencia artificial, es
posible recuperar los recursos digitales en base a metadatos, teniendo diversas posibilidades para mejorar
mecanismos de búsqueda que cumplan una consulta conforme al perfil de un usuario con necesidades específicas.
El articulo muestra una propuesta donde estos servicios de búsqueda en los repositorios de objetos de aprendizaje
pueden implementarse creando un modelo de referencia, con intervención de agentes o sistemas recomendadores
que sugieran al usuario objetos de aprendizaje a partir de sus requerimientos. Desde esta perspectiva se propone
las un modelo de referencia para la recuperación de Objetos de Aprendizaje en un contexto de aprendizaje
determinado.
Palabras Clave: Repositorio de Objetos de Aprendizaje, Metadato, Agente, Ontología.

1 Introduction
A repository for learning objects is a software system which stores educational resources and their metadata.
Learning objects are stored in databases called learning object repositories (LOR). There are two types of
repositories: those containing learning objects (LOs) and the metadata of the learning object. And those containing
only metadata [Downes S.,2002]. Both types of interfaces and repositories can provide searching services.
Repositories serve large collections of objects that can be interconnected with other repositories or with learning
management system (LMS). As the increase in connections between the repository and the size of the data, the
search mechanism increases the complexity. The web search mechanisms have evolved significantly the
implementation of agents, recognized literature established that it´s promising extract information using a learning
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machine tto have data reelated to naturral disasters [T
Tellez, Montess & Villaseñorr, 2009], basedd in this ideas furthermore
is viable make recomm
mend alternattives, for the reason that iit can help reeduce the com
mplexity of thhe searching
m in the repossitories, and search metadatta and metadaata relations. Inn recent reseaarch proposes solutions by
mechanism
designingg schema ontoology to providde more flexibbility in the ddescription of the entities inn a semantic rrepository of
learning oobjects, and alllows automatted functions oor delegation of tasks to aggents. Soto J., 2007. The ddevelopment
of learninng objects hass grown rapiddly and onlinne learning reqquires a searcch service to use and sharre resources.
Different mechanisms have been prroposed with the aim of rretrieving the digital resouurces; howeveer this paper
m
to retrrieve learningg objectives. The model implements
proposes the implemeentation of a reference model
ms based on eentry criteria aas the user proofile on whichh working thee system, it is proposed in
recommenndation system
three layeers which will undertake thee necessary acttions to form ppatterns of preeference.
In onne hand, in tthe context of the networkk, now you ccan find many interesting and repositorries such as
MERLOT
T2 (http://www
w.merlot.org) or CAREO3 (http://careo..ucalgary.ca). Access to thhese resourcess is free and
open, whiich are designed primarily ffor teachers annd students in higher educattion. It is well known that thhe storage of
didactics materials in rrepositories haas grown lineaarly, renowneed researchers as Ochoa Duuval (2008) doocumented a
detailed aanalysis of the fast growth oof these. Furthhermore, the reepository beneefits are diversse. For exampple, to have a
repositoryy implementedd properly struuctured with existing searchhes knowledgee. They also alllow revisionss cooperative
learning oobjects ensuriing quality inn content andd presentationn. Repositoriees provide acccess to objeccts and their
metadata with the aim nnot only to connsult and seekk information, also linked to learning platfforms.
wever, in suppoort of accessinng data, is necessary to geneerate informattion with the uuse and accesss to metadata
How
standards of quality (suuch as IEEE L
LOM). Accordding to J. Barttolome (2008)) and colleaguues, create meechanisms to
search for informationn to transform
m data in infoormation and information inn knowledge is one of thee challenges
actually, as
a well as seaarch and retrieeval from distrributed repositories for the composition of
o new teachinng materials
that meet the needs of a particular useer in a specificc context.
Tim Berners-Lee pprecursor of thhe idea of thee World Wide Web trying ffrom the beginnning of creattion includes
semantic information, hhowever for vvarious reasonns this was noot possible. Tooday one of thhe challenges of the Web
aims is to add semanticc metadata andd ontology to tthe World Widde Web Berneerns, 2001.

Catarinaa, red

Dollphin, blue

Fish, ggreen

Buttterfly, pink

Fig. 1.. Labeled data (m
metadata)

Accordingg to Figure 1, the metadata describes the content and semantic meanning. Why must be providedd in a formal
way to faccilitate the auttomatic evaluaation of machiine processingg and ensure thhat not only huumans, also machines
m
that
are able to "understandd" the contentss of documentts or metadataa. The propertty of re-usabillity of resourcces and their
m increase the use of seemantic web
exploitatioon on the weeb, and the innterconnectionn between thesse resources may
through laanguage’s meetadata (Ontologies) and maaps that allow
w to understannd how to be labeled, resouurces for the
purpose ccan be retrievved using the information ccontained in tthe metadata. Metadata is simply a factt a fact, and
contains a keyword. Meetadata describbe data and retrieve throughh search and naavigation mecchanisms.
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1.1 Metadata in Learning Objects
Metadata are data sets that can be stored, locate and retrieve. It can also be represented by a commonly accepted
semantics tries to represent electronic information, as well as the bibliographic description of electronic resources.
The use of metadata by the need arises to retrieve electronic information scattered. They mainly describe the content
and location of the object, among other features. The literature has documented several metadata models, such as
bibliographical source, as the "Dublin Core" (http://dublincore.org/) or Circle of Dublin, created by the initiatives of
the librarians associations. Metadata format is based on the semantic maps association and sets super enlaces similar
to the elements and structures in metadata standards. Currently there are different standards as IEEE LOM (Learning
Object Metadata), which proposes nine categories of metadata. IMS (www.imsglobal.org) a detailed set of
specifications that comprise a framework for sharing educational elements in e-learning environments that covers
different aspects and SCORM (Shareable Content Object Reference Model), for its acronym in English, is a
collection of technical specifications for e-learning. The SCORM standards are governed and published by the
Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative (ADL). SCORM defines a reference model or application profiles based on
specifications and standards defined.
In this way we find different types of metadata description, Allow find, identify and select a learning object.
Management, Give information on the management of a learning object, when it was created, the author's name, etc.
and structural, facilitates the identification of an object. So it is necessary for learning objects are equipped with
appropriate metadata with the next purpose: First, out of recovery mechanisms according to the needs of users,
enhance the personalization of the educational content, then facilitate storage and reuse in repositories, predominant
structure of educational learning objects giving meaning pedagogic and finally, strengthen social partnership. This
proposal, offers a set of solutions to the first two points, regarding the mechanisms of recovery according to the
needs of users is proposed by implementing agents to recover the information and information retrieval to enhance
the customization of proposed a content recommendation system based on profile-preferences- needs user through
ontologies.
1.2 Learning Agents and systems recommended in the recovery process
First, for the implementation of recovery a mechanism is necessary to identify the difference between a searcher and
an intelligent agent. The first uses the semantics of Web resources for information retrieval based on indexing of all
the recoverable resources. By contrast, the agent navigates to the web covering the links between resources with the
aims to search for information and communication resource, to interact with the resource. The agent also found the
resort, with the current.
Artificial intelligence has been revived from the implementation of algorithms and techniques of learning
agents. At present, the agents are assigned certain tasks that can be evaluated with the aim of knowing if the task is
optimized and amend its rules of behavior. This leads to achieving the desire to develop software with an intelligent
behavior. An agent can be defined as a piece of software or hardware that is capable of acting independently to
complete tasks the user is also characterized by storing knowledge about themselves and their environment Jenings,
1998 en Camargo, 2007.
Table 1. Characteristics of agents

Capacity

Description

Independently

There are no direct human intervention, have control over their own
actions.
Ability to communicate through a common language with other agents and
humans.
Perceive their environment and react to adapt to it.
Initiate the necessary action to solve a problem.
Interpret, solve problems, make decisions and determine actions.
Learns, adapts and improves with experience.
Change of platform in a distributed system.

Sociability / Communicative
Response capability
Initiative
Reasoning
Learning
Mobility
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Table 1 explains the characteristics agents according to the laws of artificial intelligence. Learning point is
focused to adapt and improves with experience. This idea is introduced in the MIRROR model, because the agent
could gain knowledge of user requirements based on his own experience.
Since this perspective, ratings, to enhance the personalization of content that must be recognized prior to the
service-oriented architecture (SOA), any information residing in static web pages. Today requires not only access to
static documents using information retrieval techniques, to services that provide new ways of providing information.
Technology for recovery of services also is taking importance to provide tools to customize the learning is to find
those materials or services that meet the criteria for personalized search.
This type of technology today opens new alternatives which are services that can identify learning objects that
can be recommended. In the literature different applications based recommendation systems appear. “A qualitative
MDP-based recommender system for power plant operation” [Reyes, Sucar & Morales, 2009], “Restaurant
recommendation system based on fuzzy techniques” M.J. Barranco, et al., 2008. These systems are attractive
because propose novel and practical model learning approach, although specifically will deepen in those where the
recommendation is directed to the user, we analyze three types:
 Collaborative Recommendation Systems: Building the recommendation as a probabilistic statistics from other
users with similar preferences. Designed a model to generate preference user patterns and user groups with similar
preferences. The techniques used are data extraction or data mining. Refer to the monitoring of user behavior, ratings
services, history, etc., Are generated patterns of social behavior. Its disadvantage is that it requires a large number of
users to generate patterns of behavior.
 Based Systems for Content Filtering: This type is constructed according to the recommendation of the similarity
of an item with other items purchased in the past. These systems use technologies based on machine learning and
establish the degree of interest of a user in a given article. Can be implemented with artificial intelligence techniques
as neural networks, Bayesian, decision trees and reasoning systems based on semantic features that describe the
specifics of the items in context.
 Systems-based Knowledge Recommendation: Generate recommendations from the information provided by the
user, usually through examples. In the case of learning objects may be examples of content. Also recommended to
help the situations in which historical information about the user is given, those objects or contents that historically
have been reviewed by users. Thus the system recommends that types of objects are useful once the user has
declared its need. This will collect and store the metadata related to the learning object in a format allowing further
inference on them. To make such an inference is necessary to generate a knowledge based on ontologies so that the
information is processed and based on interpretable definitions.
1.3 Recommender System and Metadata
Each learning object contains descriptive metadata; this metadata is used to locate objects in preference according to
user requirements, profile and learning requests. To accomplish this, we can construct a system which can recover
recommended web resources, specifically in learning repositories. As a consequence, the recommended system
needs to be built on an architecture where agents are involved to assist the recovery of resources. Nowadays, the
usefulness of recommender systems has been recognized by different researchers in different applications because it
helps the user to find what he needed to search in the Web, one application example is the Avatar System Personalized Recommendation System television content based on semantic information- (Ramos, Blanco & Gil,
2007). These agents help to filter in a more efficient search according to user requirements.
Detected the need to retrieve digital resources (learning objects) in the field of education, is encouraging the
development of models to facilitate the learning of the users and integrating material recommended. The model
MIRROS is proposed for the recovery of learning objects, used within the recommended system multi-agent with
hybrid architecture.
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2 Interrmediary M
Model to Reecovery LO
O (MIRROS
S)
The modeel names is duue to literary trranslation in S
Spanish -Modeelo Intemediarrio para la Reecuperación dee Objetos de
Aprendizaaje-. MIRROS Model is oriented to involved ageents; they wiill learn and interact withh a Hybrid
Recommeendation Systeem (HRS). Thhe main goal too incorporate the
t ideas from
m systems of reecommendatioons based on
knowledgge (Ontologiess) and collaboorative recomm
mendation sysstems (generatting patterns oof preference). The model
is generatted by recomm
mendations of learning objeccts from the innformation prrovided by thee user, which rrepresent the
learning oobjects proprieeties and relattions. The system may recoommend basedd on historicall information, not existing
or new. Itt is necessary that the user needs
n
to start shooting recoommendation. Finally, a recommendationn system will
1. Introducce an examplee that reflects tthe user need.
be made:
2. Settingg the search paarameters.
33. Setting prefferences for a given set of coontents.
After this, appears a "trriggers recomm
mendation" off other objects and the user ccan select from
m a list of objeects.
MIRROS is composed of three layerrs: Requiremennt makes the m
main recompiilation of user, retrieves thee user profile
and needss to send it a LOR. Filterring organize the conceptuualization of thhe learning ddomain. The L
LOR returns
alternativees, in this layeer the ontologgy is processinng. Finally, Suuggestion prodduces an optioon of learningg object. The
general frramework of M
MIRROS is exxposed.
SEND
D requirement

Requirem
ment

R
RETURNS
options

Filtering
Suggestiion

O
Learning Object
Repositoory
(LOR
R)

Recom
mendatio
n Syystem
(H
HRS)

SEND trigggers recommendaation

Fig. 2. Fram
mework of Interrmediary Modeel to Recovery L
LO (MIRROS)

wing layers:
Accordingg to Figure 2, the theoreticaal compositionn proposed for the MIRROS Model considders the follow
a) Requirement: Thiss layer gives tthe user profille and the systtem collects innformation onn user needs.
The user providess his needs andd a set of exam
mples.
b) Filterinng:
We meet the obbjects stored in the repoository of obbjects; those objects are
discrriminated not meet user neeeds and therefoore may not bee recommendeed.
c)Suggesttion:
The results of thee previous layeer, the system
m HRS finds aand recommennds the items
that best integrate the needs andd preferences oof the user.
In thhe model MIR
RROS will be iinvolved an aggent to witch is assigned a ttask that can bbe subsequenttly evaluated
with the aim of knowiing if the taskk is to optimiize and modiffy its rules off behavior. Inn this Model tthe agent in
c
of paattern has beenn previously
addition ttakes the neceessary actions to display paatterns of prefference. The concept
used in sttudies relatedd to the produuction of learnning objects [[Margain, 20008]. On this occasion
o
it is proposed to
contributee to the solution, to identify user preferrences. The agent
a
must intterpret the prreferences to aassist in the
resolutionn of user needds, make deciisions and dettermine actionns for the purrpose of learnning object reecommended
(LOR).
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2.1 Hybrid Recommender System (HRS)
The recommended system is established as a hybrid system because it is composed of three types of agents:
 Interface Agent (I_Agt): Capture requirements and sets the user profile. This agent is located in the layer of
requirements.
 Agent Finder (F_Agt): Find, discriminate and integrate resources. This agent is located in the layer of
filtering.
 Recommender Agent (R_Agt): Recommends learning objects. This agent is located in the layer of
suggestion.
 Feedback Agent (B_Agt): This agent offers feedback of the recommended learning objects
The figure 3a suggests that recommender agent acts principally in terms of two patterns:
 User Pattern: Capture the objects based on the descriptive characteristics of a learning object which are
expressed in metadata. For example, object name, size, etc. Also capture a set of rules for how these features can be
used to meet user requirements.
 Preference Pattern: Capture the objects based on user requirements, also expressed in the metadata. For
example, language, specialty, etc. This pattern also takes into account what is not wanted, as the objects to be
discriminated.
The figure 3b show that the recommendation is based strategy to recommend items based on the ontology of related
objects, taking into account user preferences based on user pattern and preference pattern.

Recomendation System
I_Agt
Agente
Feedback

Learning Object
Repository
(LOR)

F_Agt

Profiles
Repository

R_Agt

Ontology

User pattern
Preference pattern

Fig. 3a. Recommended Hybrid System Architecture
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F
Fig. 3b. Recom
mmended Hybridd System Interfa
face

3 Appliccation
To exempplify the MIR
RROR model, let us considder some learnning objects thhat belong orr “is part of” engineering
systems curriculum
c
(seee figure 4) off the Politecniic University of
o Aguascalientes. Although it is known that we can
reach a depth
d
such thhat any concept linked too a learning activity can be consideredd a learning object, this
representaation assumes that there is a matter for eaach learning obbject and the ontology
o
is sim
mulated.
a) Requirrement: This layer gives thhe user profilee and the systeem collects innformation on user needs annd examples.
The User Profile is dettermined as a student who “is
“ part of” too the engineeriing systems cuurriculum andd the student
ments that aree used to maake the user
belongs aat one speciallization. This layer helps to represent a set of elem
requiremeent. To do thiss we have deffined a small sset of binary relationships.
r
T
The Relation R
R1 contains fo
four relations
expressedd in the next eqquation.
R1 = {belong, is, taake, has}
The “belong” relaationship meanns an area incclusion, the “iis” relationshiip means an iddentity with sppecialization
area, the “take” relatioons ship meanss the first couurse associationn and the “haas” relationshiip means the serial
s
course
associatioon with the firsst one.
{Student bellong engineeriing systems}, {{Student is speecialization arrea of softwaree engineering}},
{SStudent take sooftware engineeering}, {Studeent has softwaare engineerinng II}
Student Profile = ((area inclusionn, specializatioon area, fist asssociation, seriial associationn)
R1 = (enggineering systeems, software engineering, ssoftware enginneering I, softtware engineerring II)
minate those obbjects which
b) Filtering: In this layyer objects bellonging to the preferences oof the learner, which discrim
mmended. The relation R2 w
will be subjeccts discriminatted. It could
do not meeet their needds, these may not be recom
have one o more discrim
minated relatioonships.
R2 = {[not] belong, [not] is, [nnot] take, [not]] has}
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Fig. 4. Sttrategic Systemss Curriculum

means a diffference with
The “not belong” relationshipp means an area exclusioon, the “is” relationship m
means the no course associaation and the “has” relationnship means
specializaation area, the “not take” reelations ship m
the no serrial course assoociation.
{Student bellong engineeriing systems}, {{Student is speecialization arrea of softwaree engineering}},
{Student noo take networkk specializatioon}, {Student nnot has all nettwork specializzation topic]}
R2 (SSubjects_discriiminated) = (N
Network speciialization, Com
mmon Core Neetworks)
Ontoologies allow us to conceeptualize an aapplication doomain using concepts andd relationships. The new
knowledgge base will bee comprised off objects that ccorrespond onnly to the mateerials together.. It is represennted in figure
5.
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User & Preference
P
Pattern

Requireement
{belong}}, { is },
{take}, { has }

Search

Subjects d
discriminated
Learning Obbject Repositoryy

{not belonng }, { not is },
{not take }}, { not has }

Discriminattes

{Learning oobject, metadata}

F
Fig. 5. Framewoork to filtering tthe learning objects

c) Suggeestion: The syystem finds annd recommendds the items orr objects that bbest integrate the needs andd preferences
of the useer. The resultss show a recom
mmendation fr
from the ontology of objectss based on thee Curriculum, they related
user prefeerences. In thiss case the systtem built a parrtnership basedd on the user’ss profile (See figure 6.)
R
R1 = (engineeering systems, software engiineering, softw
ware engineerring I, softwaree engineering II)
R2 = ((Network speccialization, Coommon Core N
Networks)

Profiles Repoository
Consider

Subjects discriminated
d
Preference Pattern
User Patttern

Recomendatioon System
(HRS
S)
F
Fig. 6. Framewoork to suggest thhe learning objeects

The partnnerships will bbe inferred: Preference Patttern = Historiical user prefeerences (hp)
R3 = (hp1, hp2, hpp-n…..)
R
R3=(Spanish, software engiineering, 0.5 G
Gb)
Learning Object recom
mmended: R1 = (software enngineering I)
m considered for the learniing domain.
Finallly, the figuree 7 depicts an ontological ddescription of the curriculum
This diaggram could be implementedd for any curriiculum. We caan put into seervice anotherr curriculum innstance, for
example Mechanics, Innformatics, M
Medicine, etc. It is achievaable because tthe conceptuaalization provvides us the
ments.
ontologicaal diagram to recovery and reuse of learning objects according the usser´s requirem
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taake
is

has

Softwarre
Engineering II

take

Software
Engineering

Especializatio
on

Softw
ware
Engineering I

Quality Softwaare

taake
Finance

belong

Distribu
uted
System
ms

is
take
Enggineering
Syystems

Networking

Currriculum

takke
CISCO I

belong

CISCO II

take
Common Tru
unk

Mathematics

take

takke
Th
helephone
S
Systems

take
Phisics

has

Informatiic
Magnameent

Fig. 7. Onttological descripption of the currriculum engineering systems

4 Concllusions and
d Future Woork
This papeer presents a pproposed moddel for recoverr Learning Obbjects. They arre established through recom
mmendation
systems based
b
on entryy criteria as thhe user profile on the systeem that workss representingg these elemennts and their
relation with
w ontology. It has shown that meaningfful partnershipps can discoveer the needs off users and alsso to provide
personalizzed learning oobjects is basedd on the profille and needs oof a particular uuser under a specific contexxt.
The model has beeen planned wiith general vission of knowleedge represenntation. MIRRO
OS model achhieves a first
o knowledge about the dom
main of metaddata by ontoloogy. It is neceessary to do
look at teechniques for making use of
more testts with more relations an m
more test in order to deterrmine its use in other dom
main. In addittion, for the
personalizzation of objeects is necessaary to establissh these compplex relationshhips and are nnot consideredd in existing
approachees.
The recommendedd systems are strongly relaated to the neeeds and preferrences of the user. As futuure work the
authors shhould expand the ontology aand even simuulate with morre metadata, vvarious prefereences and userr needs. One
more ideaa for future woork is considerred this modell to processingg metadata witth a semantic focus.
f
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